
 

 

  
 

 

 

【Alishan National Scenic Area】 

 

Alishan is blessed with bountiful  

natural resources, such as sun rise  

views, a sea of clouds and old forests. 

Especially as a popular folk song goes,  

Alishan has amazed people with its “lush 

green mountains and deep blue waters.” 

No matter in spring, summer, autumn or 

winter, visitors can expect to appreciate 

some of its beauty. For years, Alishan has 

been famous for its historical forest 

railway and indigenous tribes, too. 

 

 

 

The trails of Greater Alishan are must-visit destinationsfor nature lovers; the trails pass cascading 

waterfalls,through lush forest and tend to make visitors forget it’stime to leave. In earlier times, 

when transport was inconvenient, trails were built to connect mountain settlements and, with an 

increase in interest in natural tourism, these have now been repaired and turned into scenic trails 

that are one of the distinctive features of the greater Alishan area. 

 

 

 

    Day 1     

  08:30 Prince Hotel         

→10:30 Alishan National Scenic Area 

→11:00 ALISHAN GOU HOTEL (Lunch) 

→12:30-18:00 Alishan National Scenic Area 

→18:00 ALI SHAN HOTEL (Dinner) 



 

The sunrise, cloud sea, forest, sunset glow and railway are known as the “five wonders of 

Alishan,”with the sunrise particularly renowned. Every morning before dawn visitors from all over the 

worldwait for the sun to emerge from the dark blue screen before their eyes, observing the light 

changefrom faint orange red rays until a bright new day is born. Alishan is also shrouded in mist and 

cloud much of the year and the cloud sea is also a famous wonder of Alishan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Alishan Mountain Railway was opened in 1911 .Used in its earlier days for transporting timber,when the  

policy of conservation of forest resources was introduced it became a tourist railway. The locomotive pulls the  

cypress carriages through the misty forest, passing fallen cherry blossom, also greeting the dawn each day, the  

turning gears and loud whistle arousing special railway memories. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Tea sector between 1000 to 1700 meters above sea level ; Shiqianfeng Wanluan , picturesque, 

 year-round fog , short average sunshine , the temperature difference between day and night.  

Large , slow-growing new leaves , leaf rich, vigorous, high pectin content , so the system produced  

high mountain oolong tea , Jin Xuan tea , green tea and Tea, tea bags and other products unique,  

GAN mellow taste , elegant aroma lasting , excellent flavor . 

 

 

  

Visitor Center entrance hall came first visual 

experience is changing seasons projection , showing 

beautiful falling Sakula , leaves, snow in the foot of 

the natural style ; with induction facility ,  

when one came with flowers and leaves will move 

people reacted , showing interesting interaction. 

The left side of the wall is designed to play more 

in-depth Alishan route guidance , visitors can  

Day 2 

  03:00 Good Morning 

→04:00 Sunrise 

→06:30 Alishan Station  

→11:00 Alishan Gou Hotel (Lunch) 

→13:30 Alishan Tea House 

→16:30 Alishan National Scenic Area 

→18:00 Nice Prince Hotel 



choose to go through the touch of interest , when projected to real photos and profiles, so that  

viewers have more expectations for interest . 

On Alishan , due to temperature changes due 

to the terrain , the Forest are also many levels , and  

gave birth to a variety of birds in this habitat , many professional photographers or bird watchers  

are Ali came to see their beautiful figure. The Corridor will endemic birds and the best birding  

sights introduced to the visitors know that traces of birds more Alishan show in the world . 

 

 

 

Alishan Hotel in by the public career began eight years ago commissioned by the hotel  

management consultants( Now renamed Alishan Hotel Co., Ltd. ) to take over the operation  

and management ,On the hardware and software after re- decorated , and the early operation  

of the existing different style. Known as Taiwan 's highest altitude resort hotel . 


